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Tutorial Objectives

• Overview	the	state	of	the	art
– Provide	audience	an	interesting	emerging	area	to	work	in	
– Illustrate	some	commonalities	between	the	estimation	and	

prediction	 tasks
– Discuss	how	advances	across	domains	can	be	useful	 in	

advancing	the	field
• Describe	some	of	the	open	problems and	challenges

– Describe	measuresof	popularity	 (both	direct	and	indirect)
– Provide	audience	with	a	thought	provoking	 description	of	

heterogeneous	 factors that	may	impact	popularity
– Discuss	the	challenge	of	a	“moving-target”	prediction

• i.e.,	popularity	evolves	with	time
– Offer	a	list	of	evaluation criteria
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Tutorial Outline
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• Introduction	to	the	problem	of	
popularity	estimation	and	prediction
– Scale	and	scope	of	the	problem
– Challenges

• Evaluation	metrics
• Real-world	examples	and	use	cases

• Publicaly	available	datasets
• Estimation	and	prediction	methods

– Data	mining	and	machine	learning	
approaches

• Summary	&	concluding	remarks
• References



Popularity on the Web
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Popularity in History

• The	term Popularity	originates	from	the	Latin	term popularis
– Originally	meant	“common”	or	else	“suited	to	ordinary	people”

• Popularity	currently refers	to	“being	liked by	the	people”
– In	sociology,	popularity	 (perceived	or	measured)	can	be	defined	 in	terms	of	

liking,	attraction,	dominance,	 and	superiority

• An	inherently	social	phenomenon
– Collective	perception/consensus	 of	individual	 “feelings”
– Consequence	of	social	influence	 (and	other	 factors)
– As	such,	can	only	be	understood	 in	the	context	of	social	interactions

• As	a	concept,	popularity	can	be	applied,	assigned,	or	directed	towards	
people,	ideas,	items,	…
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Popularity on the Web
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• The	Internet	and	the	social	media	ecosystem	have	created	a	world	
saturated	with	information

• Despite	the	information	overload,	the	online	ecosystem	adheres	to	a	
“winner-take-all”	principle	(i.e.,	only	few items	enjoy	high	attention)



Why Identification of Popular Content Matters

• Early identification	of	the	web	content	that	will	become popularbecomes	
of	utmost	importance
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Online	users
Marketing

– Flooded	 by	information,	 can	focus	
their	attention	on	the	most	
relevant information	 for	them

– Companies	spend	up	to	30%	of	their	
budget	on	online	marketing

– Early detection	of	the	next	rising	star	can	
lead	to	better	ad	placement

– Sophisticated	and	profitable	advertising	
strategies	can	be	designed– Providers	proactively	allocate	

resources according	to	future	users’	
demand

• Content-distribution	networks
• Retailers
• Transportation

Resource	Planning

Monetization
– Can	maximize investment	revenues	



Popularity on the Web: A Big Data Problem
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Popularity Estimation and Prediction
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Challenges With Popularity Modeling

• Severe	class	imbalance
– Popular	 items	are	rare	(often	power	law	distribution)

• The	eventual	popularity	score	may	be	an	inherently	
unpredictable	property	[Salganik2006]
– Can	the	“final”	popularity	be	predicted	from	initial	conditions?
– Should	 popularity	be	tracked	over	time,	via	a	sequence	of	

prediction	problems	 (i.e.,	estimate	the	next	stage?)

• Cold–start
– Predicting	 the	popularity	 of	an	item	when	it	is	first	introduced	 is	

hard
– With	more	observations	over	time	predictability	improves

• Numerous	growth	patterns
– i.e.,	gradual,	bursty (several	sharp	spikes	over	their	life	time),	

and	viral	(i.e.,	a	single	spike	near	posting	 time	origin)
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Challenges With Popularity Modeling (2)

• Prediction	outcome	can	become	a	strong	form	of	social	influence
– Can	inflate	or	dampen	 the	success	of	Web	content
– Create	a	feedback	loop	 to	adjust	decisions	based	on	audience	

reaction
• Moving	target	(when	>1,	metrics	co-evolve)

– Notion	of	popularity	and	user	preferences	may	change	over	time
– Timing	effects	(e.g.,	release	time	of	Holiday	movies	around	

Christmas	or	New	Years)
– Set	specific	goals	&	expectations,	use	proper	metrics

• Classification	vs.	regression
– Identifying	Web	content	as	“viral”	(yes/no	problem)
– Estimating	the	(final)	 level	of	attention

• e.g.,	(total)	number	of	views,	size	of	information	cascades,	movie	
revenue

• Scalability	(M	of	users,	B	of	items)
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Challenges With Popularity Modeling (3)

• How	to	quantitatively	measure	web	content	popularity?
• Content	popularity	is	a	function	of	both	known and	unknown factors

– Factors	that	influence	content	popularity	are	difficult	to	measure
– Events	in	the	physical	world	and	content	on	the	Web	are	related

• Online	actions	influence	offline	user	behavior
• Offline	networks	 influence	perceived	online	outcomes

– Content	popularity	evolves	with	time
• e.g.,	3D	movies	tendency	to	arrive	in	waves
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Popularity Indicators

• “Popular”	popularity	indicators
– Often	the	number	 of	views is	measured
– Lately,	indicators	of	users’	interest (e.g.,	comments,	 likes,	ratings,	and	sharing)

• Capture	different	levels	of	user	engagement
• Provide	complementary	information	to	view	counts

• Indicators	can	be	used	for	characterization,	estimation,	&	prediction
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Ratings	improve	quality

Comments	provide	 feedback

Sharing	gives	content	a	greater	notoriety

Likes	(“reactions”	in	
general)	provide	easy	

interaction	with	content



Measures of Popularity

• Various notions of popularity [Guerini2010]
– Virality: number of people who accessed a given content in a given time

interval (e.g., viewcount in YouTube)
– Appreciation: how much people like a given content (e.g., number of likes in

Facebook and Instagram, number of favorites in YouTube)
– Spreading: how much people tend to share a given content (e.g., retweet in

Twitter)
– Simple buzz: how much people tend to comment a given content (e.g.,

number of comments in Facebook, YouTube, Instagram)
– White buzz: how much people tend to comment/like in a positive way
– Back buzz: how much people tend to comment/like in a negative way
– Raising: ability to induce discussion among users
– Controversiality: the ability to split audience in different parties (i.e., pro and

against a given content
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Factors Known to Have a 
Strong Impact on Popularity

• Emotion
– Videos	evoking	strong	 (&mostly	positive)	emotion	 is	

more	likely	to	be	shared	[Guadagno2013]
– Content	generating	high-arousal	emotion	 (e.g.,	awe,	

anxiety)	disseminates	faster	[Berge2011,	Berger2012]

• Topic	[Ratkiewicz2010,	Yang2011]
– Bursts	of	attention	in	response	to	real-world	events

• Content	quality	and	versioning	[Salganik2006]
– Quality	is	determined	by	comparing	

against	known	quality	patterns
– Multiple	versions	of	the	same	content	diffuse	 the	

popularity	of	each	copy	[Cha2009]
• Search	and	recommendation	[Swaminathan2003,	

Chatzopoulou2010,	Davidson2010,	Zhou2010,	
Figueiredo2011,	Borghol2012]
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• Repetitive	exposure	increases	
chances	of	becoming	aware	of	the	
content	[Leskovec2007]

• Social	sharing	(&influence)	
generates	bursts	of	attention	during	
short	time	periods	[Cha2009,	
Lerman2010a,	Lerman2010b,	
Zhang2010,	Huang2012]

Factors Known to Have a 
Strong Impact on Popularity

• Demographics,	culture,	and	location	
[Li1999,	Noulas2011,	Scellato2011,	
Brodersen2012,	Koutra2017]

• Personal	preferences
• Targeted	advertisement	[Tuten2008	,	De	

Vries2012]

• Limited	attention	span	may	hinder	content	
uptake	[Hodas2012,	Weng2012,	Gomez-
Rodriguez2014]
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Other (Predictive) Features

• Sentiment	and	subjectivity	in	the	language	[Bandari2012,	
He2013]
– Emotion	 triggered	by	web	content	is	highly	correlated	with	its	

popularity	 [Berger2011]
– Subjective	terms	in	Twitter	discussions	have	been	correlated	

with	IMDB	movie	ratings	[Oghina2012]

• Named	entities	[Tsagkias2009]
– Popular	and/or	famous	entities	(e.g.,	people,	places)	can	

capture	user	attention
• Words	or	phrases	referring	to	hot/controversial	topics	

[Tsagkias2009]
• Interestingness	[Naveed2011]

– Retweets	are	used	as	an	indicator	of	“interestingness”
– Used	to	describe	the	content-based	characteristics	of	retweets
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Other (Predictive) Features

• Cross-domain	signals
– Popularity	of	news	articles	based	on	“attention”	(e.g,	 retweets	

or	shares)	they	generate	in	online	social	networks	[Castillo2014]
– Movie	ratings	in	IMDB	from	Twitter	discussions	 [Oghina2012]
– Book	sales	rank	correlation	with	postings	 in	blogs,	media,	and	

web	pages [Gruhl2005]
– Improved	prediction	of	its	bursty/sudden	popularity	 of	video	

content	based	on	social	streams	activity	[Roy2013]
• Identity	of	the	content	creator	[Bandari2012]

– e.g.,	professional	bloggers	 and	celebrities

• Content	Category	[Pinto2013]
– Low	predictive	performance	due	to	overlapping	scope	of	

categories
• Weather	conditions	[Tsagkias2009]

– Low	power	in	predicting	 the	#	of	comments	for	news	articles
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Evaluation Metrics
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Evaluation Metrics 
• Terminology

– Let	𝑐 ∈ 𝐶 be	an	item	from	a	set	of	items	observed	during	 time	period	𝑇
– Let	t ∈ 𝑇 denote	the	“age”	of	an	item	(i.e.,	duration	since	its	release)
– Let	𝑡) denote	the	time	when	prediction	 is	made,	and	𝑁+(𝑡)) the	popularity	 of	

item	𝑐 from	its	release	time	till	𝑡)
– Similarly,	𝑡. = 𝑡) + 𝑘 denotes	the	time	for	which	prediction	 is	made,	and	
𝑁+(𝑡.) the	value	we	wish	to	predict	(i.e.,	popularity	of	𝑐 at	a	later	time	𝑡.)

• Task:
– Estimation:	learn	an	estimator	𝑁0+(𝑡)),	the	expected	popularity	 at	𝑡) ,	using	

information	 up	to	𝑡)
– Prediction:	predict	𝑁0+ 𝑡), 𝑡. ,	the	predicted	popularity	at	𝑡.,	using	 information	

up	to	𝑡)
• Goal:	𝑁0+ should	be	as	close to	𝑁+ as	possible
• Approach:

– Regression:	predict	the	exact value	of	𝑁+
– Classification:	predict	the	range of	𝑁+ that	an	item	is	more	likely	to	fall	in	
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Evaluation Metrics for Regression

• Mean	Squared	Error	(MSE)	and	Root	Mean	Square	Error	(RMSE)

– Express	error	in	the	same	dimension	as	the	estimated	value
– Put	too	much	emphasis	on	the	effect	of	outliers

• Mean	Absolute	Error	(MAE):
– Good	alternative	if	the	range	of	actual	popularity	values	is	known

• Mean	Relative	Error	(MRE)	and	Mean	Relative	Square	Error	(MRSE)

– Used	when	the	range	of	actual	popularity	values	is	unknown
– Good	 for	comparing prediction	algorithms	across	studies	where	ranges	may	

differ	significantly	 (e.g.,	views	in	YouTube	vs	#	of	comments	on	Facebook)
– Undefined when	the	actual	value	is	zero
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Evaluation Metrics for Regression

• Relative	Squared	Error	(RSE)

• Root	Relative	Squared	Error	(RRSE)

• Relative	Absolute	Error	(RAE)	
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Error	is	expressed	relative	to	
the	performance	of	a	simple	
predictor	(i.e.,	the	average	of	
the	actual	values)



Evaluation Metrics for Classification

• Assume	that	the	popularity	range	is	known
• Popularity	range	is	split	in	𝑘 non-overlapping	intervals
• The	prediction	task	is	then	to	correctly	classify	the	class	of	web	content	

given	the	k	possible	outcomes
• Many	popular	evaluation	metrics	[Davis2006,	Powers2011]

– Accuracy
• Inappropriate	when	dealing	with	high	class	imbalance	datasets

– Precision	/	Recall	/	F-score
• Sensitive	to	performance	for	only	one	class;	better	to	use	average	F-score across	

classes

– Matthews	Correlation	Coefficient	(MCC)
• Less	sensitive	to	data	skewness as	it	considers	mutual	accuracies	of	both	classes	and	

all	four	values	of	the	confusion	matrix

– G–means:	measures	the	avoidance	of	overfitting the	negative	class
– 𝛽 −varied	F–measure

• Better	captures	the	trade–off	between	Precision	and	Recall
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Evaluation Metrics for Classification

• Rank correlation metrics (e.g., Spearmarn’s rank correlation, and Kendaul’s
tau coefficient)
– Assess statistical associations based on the ranks of the data
– Used to test for associations in hypothesis testing

• R–squared
– Statisticalmeasure of how close the data are to the fitted regression line
– By itself, cannot determine whether the coefficient estimates are biased
– When attempting to predict human behavior, typical R-squared values are

lower than 50%
• Even so, important conclusions can be drawn about how changes in the features

values are associatedwith changes in the estimation/prediction

• p–value
– Used in statistical hypothesis testing to determine the significance of results
– Guarantees that the false positive rate is at most equal to a chosen

significance level
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Real–World Applications & Case Studies 
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Real–World Examples

• Automated	content	optimization	based	on	
viewership/engagement	estimation/prediction	[Agarwal2009]

• Content	management
– Optimal	placement	of	 replicas	[Little1995,	Applegate2010]

• Location	and	number	of	replicas	based	on	geographic	locality	of	interest	
and	amount	of	attention

– Cache	replacement	policies	[Yang2003,	Jayasundara2010]
• Enhance	cache	efficiency	based	on	demand

– Mobile	data	offloading	 [Han2012]
• Reduction	of	mobile	data	traffic	based	on	opportunistic	communications

– Item	insertion	 into	a	peer-to-peer	network	for	improved	search	
[Kamran2011]	

• Web	search
– Include	collective	opinion	 about	web	content	in	search	results	

[Agichtein2006,	Bao2007]
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Real – World Examples (2)

• The	Washington	Post’s	popularity	prediction	
experiment	[Keneshloo2016]
– Features

• Click-stream,	sentiment,	named	entities,	full	content,	
keywords,	authors,	type	(blog	or	article),	category,	news	
section,	and	the	publication	date,	…

• Temporal	features	(e.g.,	difference	between	the	publishing	
time	and	first	page	view)

• Social	media	features	(e.g.,	difference	between	publishing	
time	and	first	tweet)

– Regression	models
• Features	collected	within	30	minutes	after	an	article’s	

publication	were	used	to	predict	its	popularity	in	24	hours

• Additional	details	available	at:	
https://www.oreilly.com/ideas/inside-the-washington-
posts-popularity-prediction-experiment
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Real – World Examples (3)

• Airbnb Prices
– Examined	correlation	between	features	of	a	listing	and	it’s	

price
– Dataset	from	data.BetaNYC with	listings	and	corresponding	

information	 about	location,	amenities,	and	price
– More	details	about	the	task,	data	exploration	and	visualization,	

and	estimation	performance	can	be	found	at:	
https://samplank.github.io/CS109Airbnb/

• Similar	project	is	accessible	from:	
https://www.dataquest.io/blog/machine-learning-tutorial/
– Relies	on	similar	listings	to	calculate	an	average	price
– Dataset	of	listings	from	Washington,	 D.C	is	accesible from	

http://data.insideairbnb.com/united-states/dc/washington-
dc/2015-10-03/data/listings.csv.gz
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Real – World Examples (4)

• Product	recommendation	[Ahn2006]
– Assumed	that	popularity	 represents	important	characteristics	of	a	product,	

and	greatly	influences	consumer	purchasing	decisions
– Three-dimensional	model	of	popularity

• Perceived	product	value	from	consumers	(when	used	independently	measures	
product	quality	or	customer	satisfaction)

• Frequency	of	a	product	being	purchased	regardless	of	its	perceived	value	(many	
products	are	mass	marketed	but	not	highly–rated)

• Size	of	the	strong-support	 group	regardless	of	the	product’s	average	rating	or	
frequency	of	purchase	(e.g.,	fans	of	“cult”	movies)

• Retail	pricing	dynamics	[Hosken2004]
– Study	of	store-level	retail	price	data	has	shown	that	more	popular	 items	

are	more	likely	to	go	on	sale
– Even	more	so,	when	demand	is	at	its	season	peak	(e.g.,	eggs	at	Easter)
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Real – World Examples (5)

• Study	of	hotel	plan	sales	and	popularity	[Tsuda2016]
– Devised	purchase	rate	as	an	indicator	of	hotel	plans	sales	in	a	region	
– Used	daily	data	on	the	#	of	room	vacancies	and	full	occupancy	days
– Discovered	seasonal	fluctuations	and	day-of-the-week	effects

• Financial	market	forecasting	[Huang2005]
– Predictability	of	weekly	changes	of	the	NIKKEI	225	Index

• Realtimepopularity	prediction	for	event	and	queries	[Sareen2008]
– US	Patent	that	describes	a	prediction	engine	coupled	 to	a	search	

engine,	a	crawler,	and	a	sentiment	component
• Popularity	of	Digg	stories	[Jamali2009]

– Used	#	of	comments	and	their	rating,	user	level	activity	within	a	time	
span,	community	 structure	and	user	membership

• Study	of	open	source	code	on	GitHub [Weber2014]
– Analyzed	language	utilization,	documentation,	 and	code	volume	to	

predict	current	popularity	of	open	source	projects
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Real – World Examples (6)

• Evolution	of	video	popularity
– Studies	of	video	traces	from	YouTube,	TV	online	portals,	and	

historical	data	on	DVD	rentals	[Avramova2009]
– Characterization	of	growth	patterns	of	YouTube	video	popularity	

[Figueiredo2011]
• Studied	the	mechanisms	(e.g.,	searching	and	external	linking)	that	

may	drive	users	towards	a	video	(and	hence	increase	it	popularity)
• Considered	videos	appearing	in	the	top	lists,	removed	due	to	

copyright	violation,	and	random

• Popularity	estimation	of	music	artists	[Schedl2011]
– Derived	a	geo-aware	popularity	measure	from	microblogging	

activities
– Cross	examined	estimated	popularity	against	rankings	provided	

by	Last.Fm
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Real – World Examples (7)

• Photos
– Visual	sentiment	features	and	extracted	entities	from	tags	and	

description	[Gelli2015]
– Study	of	popularity	of	2.3M	images	from	Flickr	based	on	content	(e.g.,	

color,	objects)	and	social	context (e.g.,	number	of	friends	or	number	of	
photos)	 [Khosla2014]

– Faces	attract	more	likes	and	comments	[Bakhshi2014]

• City	dynamics	and	urban	social	behavior	as	measured	through	
participatory	sensor	networks	[Silva2013]
– Analyzed	Foursquare	and	Instagram	datasets	from	NY,	Sao	

Paolo,	and	Tokyo
– Investigated	users	movement	patterns,	popularity	of	areas,	

users’	activities,	and	temporal	sharing	patterns
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Publically Available Datasets
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Datasets

• Last.Fm dataset	[Sharma2015]
– Contains	information	about	437K	users	and	the	songs	 they	loved	

(5.8M	in	total)
• Douban and	Goodreads dataset	[Huang2012]

– Two	online	communities,	 where	users	can	rate	books	and	movies,	
and	follow	or	make	friends	with	other	users

– 552K	Douban and	308K	Goodread users	with	more	than	5	rated	items
– 1M	Douban and	1.6M	Goodread items

• Wikipedia	vote	network
– Extracted	~3K	elections	with	more	than	100K	total	votes	and	7K	users	

participating	in	the	elections	from	Wikipedia’s	voting	data	from	 its	
inception	 till	January	2008

– Investigates	correlations	between	popularity	 in	signed	networks
– Other	signed	networks	(e.g.,	Epinios.com and	the	Slashdot	social	

network)	are	available	at	https://snap.stanford.edu/data/#socnets
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Datasets

• The	Yahoo!	music	dataset
– A	large	scale	music	dataset	comprising	 over	250M	ratings	of	over	

620K	music	items	performed	 by	over	1M	anonymized	users	during	
the	time	period	of	1999–2010

– Ratings	include	one-minute	 resolution	 timestamps,	allowing	 refined	
temporal	analysis

– Tasks:
• Predict	users’	rating	of	musical	items	(i.e.,	tracks,	albums,	artists,	genres)

• The	track	popularity	dataset
– A	collection	of	23K	track	popularity	data	(from	Last.Fm,	Spotify,	and	

Billboard),	metadata	(from	Apple,	Spotify,	and	7digital),	and	
contextual	similarity	(based	on	Last.Fm’s API	track.getSimilar method)	
from	2004	to	2014
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Datasets

• Flickr	dataset	[Cha2009]
– Comprises	2.5M	Flickr	users,	11M	photos,	 and	34M	favorite	marks
– Task:	analyze	information	dissemination	 in	Flickr	to	understand	how	

widely	and	quickly	information	 flows,	and	what	is	the	role	of	word-of-
mouth	on	overall	propagation

• (Smaller)	Flickr	dataset
– Comprises	of	2.3M	images
– Investigates	the	effect	of	image	content	(including	 color	and	

computer	vision	features)	and	social	cues	(including	 number	of	
contacts	of	 the	photo	owner)	on	image	popularity

– Task:	predict	the	number	of	views	a	photograph	 will	receive	before	it	
is	uploaded
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Datasets

• Memetracker	phrases	and	Twitter	hashtags
– Contains	the	number	 of	mentions	per	hour	of	the	1K	highest	total	

volume	Memetracker phrases	among	343M	phrases	collected	from	
Sep	2008	to	Aug	2009,	and	the	highest	 total	volume	hashtags	in	
Twitter	among	6M	hashtags	from	Jun	to	Dec	2009

– An	additional	96M	memes	from	Memetracker	are	available	at:	
https://snap.stanford.edu/data/memetracker9.html

• Amazon	reviews
– Approximately	143M	reviews	(ratings,	 text,	helpfulness	 votes),	

product	metadata	(descriptions,	 category	information,	 price,	brand,	
and	image	features),	and	links	(also	viewed/also	bought	 graphs)	 from	
Amazon:	http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon/

– Additional	 review	datasets	(including	 beer,	wine,	and	movie	reviews)	
are	available	from	https://snap.stanford.edu/data/#reviews
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Datasets

• The	TMDB	5000	movie	dataset
– Metadata	on	5K	movies	from	the	Movie	Database	(TMDb)
– Task:	predict	which	films	will	be	highly	 rated,	and/or	whether	or	not	

they	are	a	commercial	success
– Other	movie	rating	datasets	of	varying	size	and	complexity	are	

available	from	https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/
• The	Reddit dataset

– Contains	369K	posts,	488M	votes,	and	16M	comments	from	1M	users	
collected	from	the	social	news	and	content	aggregation	Web	site	
Reddit

– Can	be	used	to	study	the	popularity,	 ranking,	and	up- and	downvote
scores	of	posts	and	comments	from	users	over	time

– [available	from	An	Exploration	of	Discussion	Threads	in	Social	News	
Sites:	A	Case	Study	of	the	Reddit Community]
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Datasets

• Online	news
– The	content	of	39K	articles	from	the	Mashable website
– Includes	an	extensive	set	of	47	features	in	total,	extracted	from	the	

HTML	code	(including	 keywords,	 links,	and	NLP-derived	features)
• The	e-print	arXiv citation	network

– Datasets	of	30K	papers	written	by	57K	authors	with	719K	citations
– Tasks:

• Predict,	for	each	well-cited	paper,	changes	in	the	number	of	citations	
received	over	time

• Predict	the	number	of	downloads	 that	a	paper	receives	in	its	first	two	
months	 in	the	arXiv (i.e.,	explore	the	connection	between	the	ephemeral	
activity	– downloads,	 and	something	long-lasting	– growth	in	citations)

– Other	citation	and	collaboration	networks	are	available	from:
• https://snap.stanford.edu/data/#canets
• [ArnetMiner:	Extraction	and	Mining	of	Academic	Social	Networks]
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Estimation of Web Content Popularity
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Estimation: A Conceptual Diagram

• A Machine LearningTask!
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Towards Understanding Popularity in YouTube

• Goal: identify factors affectingpopularity of YouTube videos

• Study relationship between viewcount and number of comments,
number of favorites, number of ratings, and average rating

• Analyze roughly37million YouTube videos

42

[Chatzopoulou2010]

viewcount

#comments

#likes,	#dislikes



Towards Understanding Popularity in YouTube

• Although all these metrics reflect popularity degree for each video,
viewcount is widely regarded as basic video popularitymetric

• 29 categories: 49% of videos are
– Music
– Entertainment
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Towards Understanding Popularity in YouTube

• Pairwise	Correlations:
– Viewcount is	highly	correlated	with	#comments,	#favorites,	and	#ratings
– Low	correlation	between	viewcount and	average	rating
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[Chatzopoulou2010]

linear	trend linear	trend

linear	trend

– Metrics of more popular videos
become more correlated among each
other



Towards Understanding Popularity in YouTube

• Viewcount Estimation:
– Linear Regression with independent variables being #favorites, #comments,

and #ratings
– Full model with 9 terms achieves
– Simplified model with 4 terms achieves

– F–test verified that the simplified model works as well as full model
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R2 = 0.7855

R2 = 0.768

\
viewpoint = 3201.588 favorites

2 � 0.014 ratings

2

+ 14.059 favorites + 391.011 ratings + 5220.755



Towards Understanding Popularity in YouTube

• Analyzing	Popularity	Metrics	Ratios:
– Consider metrics comment_ratio (desire to leave comment), favorite_ratio

(desire to become fan), and rating_ratio (desire to rate)
– For every 400 times a video is viewed, one comment is written, a rating is

generated and the video is added to someone's favorite list
– The reaction strength is stronger among less popular videos: first viewers of

video are more likely to react
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Towards Understanding Popularity in YouTube

• Temporal Patterns:
– Daily video upload rate is highest at 1pm and minimum atmidnight
– Sunday is most active day followed by Monday
– Rate varies for categories (e.g., news, education) compared to entertainment
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– Video that appear in daily standard
feeds for 2 consecutive days seem to
become more popular



Towards Understanding Popularity in YouTube

• Related Videos Network:
– Directed graph where each node u is a video and an edge represents

that video v appears in the related video list of video u

– “Related– video” relationship is reciprocal for 36% of video pairs
– Popular videos do not necessarily appear in the related video list of more

videos
– Top–5 videos seem to be related
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e = (u, v)

viewcount >	1.5	million



Text Virality in Social Networks

• Goal: show that popularity
– is strictly connected to nature of the content being shared (not who shares it)
– has many facets

• Illustrate how different components of popularity can be separately
estimated usingwords in the content and analyze their interdependencies

• Analyze1,195,808 submitted Digg Stories
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Text Virality in Social Networks

• Digg: social bookmarkingwebsitewhere users can
– share, vote and comment stories
– publicly approve submitted stories (digging)
– publicly approve (digg up) or disprove (digg down) comments on submitted

stories
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Text Virality in Social Networks

• PopularityMetrics:
– Appreciation: number of diggs a story received
– Buzz and Spreading: number of different users

commenting on a story
– Raising Discussion:

– Controversiality:
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# comments

# low level comments

⇥ number of di↵erent users

min(A,B)

max(A,B)

where A denotes highest number of diggs up and B represents highest number of
diggs down

• PopularityEstimation:
• For every metric, binary classification was performed using SVM
• Words in the title and snippetwere used as features

title

snippet



Text Virality in Social Networks

• Observations:
– Appreciation, and buzz and spreading can be estimated more accurately than

controversiality and raising–discussions
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[Guerini2010]

– Appreciation, buzz and spreading, and
raising–discussions are highly
correlated

– Controversiality has low correlation
with appreciation, and buzz and
spreading

– Controversiality is correlated with raising–discussions



Impact of Emotionality/Positivity on Content Virality

• Goal: determine the relationship between content sentiment and
popularity
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[Heimbach2010]

• Uncover the relationship between
positivity and popularity

• Analyzed 21,676 Spiegel Online1 articles:
– Considered also #tweets, #likes and #one–

ups each article accumulated in first two
weeks of publication

1leading	German	magazine

• Positivity: difference between percentages of positive and negative words
in a given article

• Emotionality: percentage of all positive and negative words in a given
article



Impact of Emotionality/Positivity on Content Virality

• Features: 19 features, e.g.,
– #likes
– #tweets
– #one–ups
– Positivity
– Emotionality
– Releasemonth
– Release time
– Release day
– Author’s sex, fame and writing complexity
– Web page location of article
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1leading	German	magazine



Impact of Emotionality/Positivity on Content Virality

• Estimation –Most Emailed List of Articles:
– Logistic regression
– Positive relationship between an article’s positivity and popularity
– Anger–inducing content and useful content is more likely to be shared via

email
• Estimation – Other Communication Channels:

– Twitter, Facebook, Google
– Negative Binomial Regression

– Article’s positivity can be used to estimate its popularity (except in Facebook)
– Anger–inducing, awe–inducing and surprise–inducing content tends to be

more popular
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1leading	German	magazine

Prob(# likes = N |x) = e���N

N !

, with � = e�x
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Impact of Emotionality/Positivity on Content Virality

• Effect of Positivity: inverted–U relationship between positivity and
number of likes
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1leading	German	magazine

Writing in an extremely
positive way will not increase
the popularity of the content



Image Popularity Prediction Using Sentiment 
and Context Features

• Goal: estimate popularity of images using visual sentiment and context
features

• Unveil which sentiments are related to good or poor popularity
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• Analyzed 250K images from
Flickr

• Visual content features are useful when:
– no user metadata is present
– no social interactions have been recorded before posting an image



Image Popularity Prediction Using Sentiment 
and Context Features

• PopularityMetric: number of views

• Visual Sentiment Features:
– perform visual sentiment concept classification based on Visual Sentiment

Ontology (VSO)
– two descriptors (prediction layer and 7th layer) are extracted from the

convolutional neural network

• Object Features: deep learning classifier to estimate set of objects present
in an image
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Image Popularity Prediction Using Sentiment 
and Context Features

• Context Features:
– Entity extraction from tags: use collaborative ontology of interconnected

topics to identify notable types(e.g., Person, Author) and domains (e.g., Film,
Music)
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– Entity extraction from description:
extract information such as time,
location, organization, person,
money and date

• User Features: mean views of users’
images, photo count, #contacts,
#groups, group members, member
duration, is pro

FreeBase



Image Popularity Prediction Using Sentiment 
and Context Features

• PopularityEstimation:
– L2 regularized L2 loss Support Vector Regression
– Spearmarn’s rank correlation between estimated scores r and ground truth

scores s

• Comparison: Combining visual, content, and user features given the best
result
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⇢ =

P
i(ri � r̄)(si � s̄)pP

i(ri � r̄)2
pP

i(si � s̄)2



Image Popularity Prediction Using Sentiment 
and Context Features

• Good versus Poor Popularity:
– Unpopular images arouse

emotions such as annoyance
or serenity

– Popular images are related to
sentiments such as
amazementor ecstasy
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[Gelli2015] Visual Concepts

Contextual Image Tags



Social–Knowledge Driven Music Hit Prediction

• Goal: identify hit songs exploiting social network interactions and
relationshipsbetween tracks, artists, and albums

• Validate the preferential attachment hypothesis

• Analyzed 210,350 tracks from Last.fm
– 37,585 unique artists
– 193,523 unique tags

• Ground truth data from Billboard.com chart resulted in 50,555 unique
songs
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Social–Knowledge Driven Music Hit Prediction

• Assumptions:
– Song popularity after one week is indicative of its future success
– Previous albums of same artist have different influence on future success of

songs
– Popularity of other songs on same albums has an impact on future success of

a song
– Artist popularity has a direct influence on future success of new songs

• Feature are selected to satisfy these assumptions
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Social–Knowledge Driven Music Hit Prediction

Features	used	for	hit	song	estimation
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Social–Knowledge Driven Music Hit Prediction

Features	used	for	hit	song	estimation
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[Bischoff2009]

Artist	features



Social–Knowledge Driven Music Hit Prediction

Features	used	for	hit	song	estimation
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Track	features

Track	features

We want to classify
this song as ‘hit’ or
‘non–hit’

top–5 songs of
same artist



Social–Knowledge Driven Music Hit Prediction

Features	used	for	hit	song	estimation
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Album	features



Social–Knowledge Driven Music Hit Prediction

• Entity Scores (ES) features:
– Create graph with nodes being artists, tracks and tags and edges

corresponding to relationships between these nodes
– Use HITS to compute hub and authority scores
– Combine entities’ Billboard top reached position and their HITS scores
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Social–Knowledge Driven Music Hit Prediction

• Estimation:
– Formulate as classification task
– SVM, Naïve Bayes, Bayesian Networks with 1 or 2 parents, Decision Trees
– Estimate different ranks (e.g., 1–1, 1–3, 1–5)

• As hits’ range increases, accuracy decreases since songs exhibit diverse
characteristics
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Social–Knowledge Driven Music Hit Prediction

• Feature Quality:
– Information Gain, Chi Square values
– Entity scores for tracks is most important feature
– Entity scores for artists follows

• Once artists are popular chances are subsequent success is high
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Prediction of Web Content Popularity
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Web Content Popularity Prediction Methods

• Classification	of	methods	by	type	and	granularity	of	information	used	in	
the	prediction	process
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Web Content Popularity Prediction Methods

• Single	domain	methods	use	only	the	info	available	from	a	given	site
• Cross-domain approaches	leverage	transfer	learning	techniques to	

improve	prediction	at	one	site	using	info	from	another	[Oghina2012,	
Roy2013,	Castillo2014]
– e.g.,	IMDB	movie	ratings	based	on	Twitter	activity
– Can	be	used	to	explain	sudden	popularity	bursts

• Apriori predictionmethods	rely	only	on	content,	metadata,	&	info	
about	the	publisher	[Tsagkias2009,	Bandari2012]
– One	of	the	most	challenging	objectives
– Useful	for	web	content	with	a	short	lifespan	(e.g.,	news	articles,	which	

are	time	sensitive	by	nature)
• After	release	methods	include	observations	about	the	“attention”	

content	receives	immediately	after	its	release	[Shulman2016]
– Peeking	into	the	set	of	early	adopters	and	properties	of	their	social	

network	makes	the	problem	 easier
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Web Content Popularity Prediction Methods

• Aggregate	behavior	models	study	popularity	at	the	macro–level	(i.e.,	
aggregate	user	behavior)	up	to	the	moment	of	prediction
– Study	 the	cumulative	growth of	popularity	 [Szabo2010,	Hong2011]
– Perform	temporal	analysis of	popularity	evolution	 [Gürsun2011,	

Pinto2013,	Cheng2014,	Guo2016,	 Shulman2016]
– Use	clustering	methods	 to	identify	 items	with	“similar”	popularity	

evolution	patterns [Cha2009,	Kwak2010,	Pinto2013, Ahmed2013]
• Individual	behavior	models	account	for	each	user	individually

– Can	be	used	to	refine	predictions	based	on	limited	attention	[Hodas2012,	
Weng2012,	Gomez-Rodriguez2014],	 and	

– Social	influence	 [Cha2009,	Lerman2010a,	Lerman2010b,	Zhang2010,	
Huang2012,	 Zaman2014]
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Other Aspects of Web Content Popularity 
Prediction Methods

• Features	used
– Temporal	(i.e.,	features	that	do	change	with	time)	vs.	static	(e.g.,	book	author)
– Content and	metadata	about	 the	content	itself
– Network	structure among	web	content	itself	(e.g.,	webpages,	news	articles)	

and	the	social	network	of	users
– Combination of	features	leading	 to	multimodal	methods

• Problem	formulation
– Classification vs.	regressionmodels
– Total (or	 final)	popularity	 value	by	a	specific	moment	 in	time	(e.g.,	

decommission)	 as	compared	to	popularity	 over	time
– Exact	estimate	(e.g.,	number	 of	views)	vs.	relative popularity	 (i.e.,	is	item	x	

more	popular	 than	k%	of	other	 items?)
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Problems This Tutorial Covers
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Dynamics	of	
scientific	success	
(i.e.,	citation count)

Cold	start	
prediction	of	news	
articles popularity

Diffusion	of	
photos in	online	
social	networks

Cross-Domain	
Learning

Popularity	of	YouTube	videos
Box–office	revenues	for	movies



Predicting News Popularity at Cold Start

• Goal: predict news popularity at cold start
– “cold start” = early stages
– As mentioned earlier, a very challenging task

• Popularitymeasures:
– Tweets: number of times an article posted/shared in Twitter
– Page views: number of times an article viewed by users

• Dataset:
– Tweets and page views sampled every 30 minutes over one

week after article’s publication for over 13K news articles
from Yahoo news
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Predicting News Popularity at Cold Start

• Features:
– Time, source and genre of news article
– Length: number of characters, words and sentences in news

article
– NLP: distribution of nouns, adverbs, and verbs in news article
– Sentiment analysis: sentimentality and polarity score
– Entity extraction
– Popularity of extracted entity based on Wikipedia, Twitter

and web search
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Predicting News Popularity at Cold Start

• 3–Class classification task: low,medium, and high popularity
– Variety of prediction models

• Naïve Bayes, Bagging, Decision Trees, SVM, Majority class

• Regression task:
– Linear Regression, k–NN Regression, SVM, Mean value

• Experimental Evaluation:
– Predictions for 1 hour, 1 day and 1 week after an article is published

• Results:
– Accuracy is high for 1 hour, but decreases as prediction interval increases
– Highly–skewed popularity distribution and class imbalance makes it impossible

to correctly classify high popularity news
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Predicting News Popularity at Cold Start

• Complementary Task:
– Ranking of articles in decreasing order of popularity

• Evaluationmetric:
– Recall at k (R@k): Count the fraction of articles placed in top k ranks by

prediction algorithm that also appear within top k ranks in actual popularity
rankings

• Outcome:
– Unfortunately, 45% of articles in top 1K ranks are not ranked among top 1K

articles
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Can cascades be predicted?

• Popularitymeasure:
– Tweets: number of times an item is reshared
– Cascades form as people reshare or repost content
– Behavior that spreads from user to user like an

epidemic (contagion)
• Cascades	have	been	extensively	studied	

[Guo2016]
– Will	information	get	ever	shared?
– Will	popular	content	remain	popular?
– How	does	a	large	cascades	spread?

• Goal: predict the growth (rather than the size) of
an information “cascade” in online social
networks
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Can cascades be predicted?

• Challenges:
– Large	cascades	are	extremely	rare
– Same	content,	very	different	popularity

• Factors	driving	cascade	growth:
– Content	(likelihood	 score	of	image	being	a	

close	up,	 indoors/outdoors,	 contains	food,	…)
– Image	owner	network	features	(e.g.,	number	

of	followers)
– Structural	features	of	the	cascade

• Features	extracted	from	the	graph	of	first	k	
reshares	(and	the	induced	friend	subgraph)

– Temporal	features	(i.e.,	time	between	
reshares)
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Can cascades be predicted?

• Several	potential	formulations	of	the	cascade	growth	prediction	
problem
– Classification	(will	a	cascade	reach	a	specific	size,	e.g.,	100	reshares?)

• Unbalanced	training/test	set
– Regression	(how	big	will	a	small	cascade	get?)

• Observe	a	small	initial	portion	and	estimate	the	exact	number	of	
nodes	 (final	size)	

• Most	cascades	are	small;	outliers	skew	results
– Just	focus	on	the	large	cascades:

• Selection	bias
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Can cascades be predicted?

• Binary	classification problem:
– Observe	the	first	𝑘 reshares of	a	cascade
– Predict	whether	its	eventual	size	reaches	the	median	

size,	𝑓 𝑘 ,	of	all	cascades	with	at	least	𝑘 reshares
– Equivalently,	predict	whether	a	cascade	will	double	 in	

size	(i.e.,	given	k	will	it	reach	size	𝑓 𝑘 = 2𝑘?)	

• Advantages:
– Tracks	growth	over	time	(rather	than	predicting	a	final	

endpoint)
– Study	cascade	predictability	as	it	grows	(i.e.,	as	a	

function	of	𝑘)
– Balanced	classification	problem	(exactly	half	of	 the	

cascades	reach	size	greater	than	the	median)
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Can cascades be predicted?

• Predictability	of	doubled	size	given	k	
reshares
– Close	to	80%	accuracy	with	logistic	

regression	after	observing	 the	first	𝑘 = 5
reshares

• Performance	variability	with	𝑘
– Easier	to	predict	for	larger	cascades
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• Short-term	prediction
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• Long-term	prediction
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Can cascades be predicted?

• Factors	that	affect	predictability
– The	original	post	(and	owner)	become	less	important	with	increasing	𝑘
– Large	cascades	get	many	views	quickly
– The	initial	structure	of	a	cascade	is	important
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Modeling and Predicting Popularity Dynamics 
via Reinforced Poisson Processes

• Goal: predict the popularity dynamics of individual
itemswithin a complex ecosystem
– Explicitly model the competing process through

which items gain popularity (at the expense of
others)

– Develop a probabilistic framework to enhance the
prediction of popularity dynamics

– Intuition: The dynamical processes governing
individual items popularity may drastically differ
between items

• Popularitymeasure: citation count over time
• Dataset:

– All papers ever published by American Physical
Society between 1893 and 2009
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Modeling and Predicting Popularity Dynamics 
via Reinforced Poisson Processes

• Models	stochastic	popularity	dynamics	using	reinforced	Poison	processes
– Models	 the	arrival	of	individual	 attentions	directly
– Can	be	incorporated	in	a	Bayesian	framework	to	account	for	external	factors
– Can	be	adapted	to	model	dynamics	in	different	domains

• Terminology
– Individual	 item	𝑑
– Set	of	time	moments	{𝑡)9},	where	each	attention	is	received

• Assumed	that	0 = 𝑡<9 ≤ 𝑡>9 ≤ ⋯ ≤ 𝑡@A
9 ≤ 𝑇)

– Total	number	 of	attentions	𝑛9,	and	1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛9
• The	arrival	process	is	modeled	based	on	two	widely	accepted	

mechanisms:
– The	“rich–get–richer”	phenomenon
– Aging	effect	(i.e.,	decreasing	ability	to	attract	new	attentions over	time)
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Modeling and Predicting Popularity Dynamics 
via Reinforced Poisson Processes

• The	popularity	dynamics	of	an	item	𝑑 is	modeled	as	a	reinforced	Poison	
process
– Characterized	by	the	rate	function	𝑥9 𝑡 = 𝜆9𝑓9(𝑡; 𝜃9)𝑖9(𝑡)

• 𝜆 is	the	intrinsic	attractiveness	(i.e.,	inherent	competitiveness	against	
other	items)

• Function	𝑓9(𝑡; 𝜃9) characterizes	the	aging	effect
• 𝑖9 𝑡 = 𝑚 + 𝑖 − 1 is	the	total	number	of	attentions	received	by	time	𝑡

– Assumed	all	items	are	created	equal,	hence	m	(the	effective	number	
of	attentions)	is	equal	between	items	

– The	length	of	time	interval	between	two	consecutive	attentions	follows	an	
inhomogeneous	 Poisson	process

• Given	that	the	(𝑖 − 1)th attention	arrives	at	𝑡)J>9 ,
• The	probability	 that	the	𝑖th attention	arrives	at	𝑡)9 is	given	by	
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Modeling and Predicting Popularity Dynamics 
via Reinforced Poisson Processes

– Similarly,	the	probability	 that	no	attention	arrives	between	𝑡)9 and	𝑇 is

– The	likelihood	 of	observing	 the	popularity	dynamics {𝑡)9} during	 the	time	
interval	[0, 𝑇] can	then	be	computed	using	probabilities	𝑝> and	𝑝<	and	the	
assumption	 that	attentions	during	different	 time	intervals	are	statistically	
independent

• The	model	in	the	graphical	representation	follows:
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Modeling and Predicting Popularity Dynamics 
via Reinforced Poisson Processes

– Maximizing	 the	likelihood	 function	 results	in	a	closed	form	expression for	the	
most	likely	fitness	parameter	𝜆9∗ for	each	item	𝑑

– Note	that	the	solution	 for	𝜃9∗ depends	on	 the	specific	form	of	the	relaxation	
function	𝑓9 𝑡;𝜃9

– The	expected	number	 of	attentions,	𝑐9(𝑡) gathered	by	item	𝑑 by	time	𝑡 can	
finally	be	computed	as
by	solving	 the	following	differential	equation

• Challenges:
– Maximum	likelihood	 parameter	estimation	suffers	from	overfitting for	small	

sample	size
– 𝑐9(𝑡) has	an	exponential	dependency	on	𝜆9∗ leading	to	large	prediction	

uncertainty
• Solution:	“Bayesian	treatment”
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Modeling and Predicting Popularity Dynamics 
via Reinforced Poisson Processes

• Experimental	evaluation	metrics:
– Mean	Absolute	Percentage	Error	(MAPE):	 the	

average	deviation	between	predicted	and	empirical	
popularity	over	an	aggregation	of	items

– Accuracy:	the	fraction	of	papers	correctly	predicted	
for	a	given	error	tolerance

• With	a	“Bayesian	treatment”,	the	approach	
outperforms	the	baselines

• Factors	that	improve	predictive	performance
– With	larger	training	period	MAPE	decreases

• Diminishing	returns	after	~5years
– MAPE	decreases	with	decreasing	values	of	𝑚

• Small	m	captures	disparity	in	citations
– As	the	ratio	of	prior	parameters	𝛼/𝛽 increases,	so	

does	MAPE
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Predicting the Future With Social Media

• Goal: predict box-office revenues for movies using the
chatter from Twitter
– Quantify the power of social media to predict real-world

outcomes
• Formalized as a Regression task

– Assess how buzz and attention is created for movies (and
how it changes over time)

– Study sentiment creation, propagation, and influence

• Popularitymeasure:
– Tweets: number of times an article posted/shared in Twitter

• Dataset:
– Close to 3M tweets referring to 24 movies from 1.2M users
– Collected over a period of 3 months using keyowrds present

in the movie title
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Predicting the Future With Social Media

• Pre-release	attention:
– Tweets	before	a	movie	release	consist	primarily	

of	promotional	 campaigns	geared	to	promote	
word-of-mouth	spread

– Low	power	in	predicting	a	movie’s	box-office	
income

• Prediction	of	first	weekend	box-office	revenue:
– Predict	first	weekend	revenue	from	related	

tweets	prior	 to	the	movie’s	release
– Found	a	strong	positive	correlation

• Sentiment	analysis:
– Sentiment	co-evolves	with	movie	success
– Polarity	captures	some	variance	in	revenues
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Towards Cross-Domain Learning for Social 
Video Popularity Prediction

• Goal:	predict	Youtube video	view	count	from	social	streams
– Develop	a	cross-domain	information	 transfer	mechanism
– Explain	diverse	popularity	 growth	patterns

• Rationale:
– Video	search	is	correlated	with	trending	 terms	in	Twitter	&	

real-world	events	(i.e.,	breaking	news)

• Popularitymeasure:
– “Social prominence” based on trends

learned from Twitter streams
• Dataset:

– 3.5M YouTube videos and 10.2M tweets
– Publically available from:
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Towards Cross-Domain Learning for Social 
Video Popularity Prediction

• Features:
– Video	metadata	(e.g.,	tags)	and	topic(s)
– Popularity	 score	(i.e.,	view	count)
– Burstyness
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• Approach:
– Transfer	learning	 framework

[Roy2013]



Towards Cross-Domain Learning for Social 
Video Popularity Prediction

• Two	key	challenges
– Learning	the	shared	feature	representation	across	domains

• Use	spectral	graph	analysis	(Power	Iteration)
– Progressively include	video topics	in	pseudo	real-time

• Use	Online	Streaming	LDA	(OSLDA)
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Towards Cross-Domain Learning for Social 
Video Popularity Prediction

• Estimation	of	social	prominence	and	social	popularity
– Calculate	the	trending	score	for	each	topic	z:

• 𝐷 is	the	set	of	tweets	 in	a	time	slot	
• 𝑡+S. denotes	the	current	time	slot
• 𝛿U represents	a	time	dependent	 decay	factor

– Find	 the	principal	 topic,	𝑧∗W of	a	video	𝑣
– Calculate	the	“social	prominence”	of	𝑣 as	𝑇Y+Z.[\∗]
– Estimate	𝑣’s	trend	aware	popularity	 score:	

• 𝑡Z@Y[^ and	𝑡S_` are	the	time	when	the	trend	was	first	observed	and	when	the	video	
was	uploaded	respectively

• (𝑣𝑐)^ is	the	view	count	at	𝑡
• Weighting	factor	𝛾 balances	social	vs.	traditional	popularity
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Towards Cross-Domain Learning for Social 
Video Popularity Prediction

• Predicting	videos	that	will	demonstrate	
bursty popularity	growth
– Use	the	ratio	of	of	TAP	to	a	scaled	value	

of	social	prominence	 (i.e.,	𝑇Y+Z.[\∗] )

– Quantifies	the	impact	of	 the	social	
signal	in	boosting	a	video’s	popularity

• The	lower	the	value	of	the	ration	
the	bigger	 the	impact

• Results:
– 70%-80%	accuracy	(approximately	40%	

gain	by	transfer	learning)
– Gradual	decrease	in	error	rate	as	more	

of	the	stream	is	observed
– Scales	to	incoming	bursts	of	tweets
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Summary and Concluding Remarks
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Summary and Conclusions

• Estimating	and	predicting	the	popularity	of	web	content	is	a	
hard	problem!
– Very	active	research	area

• Still	in	an	incipient	phase	of	the	hype	cycle!
– We	have	identified	more	than	a	dozen	challenges

• Overall,	perceived	popularity	is	a	function	of	a	complex	system
– Notions	of	popularity,	 individual	and	collective	behavior,	 feedback	

loops,	and	technology	coevolve
– A	system–level	representation	and	characterization	of	these	

components	and	their	coevolution	could	potentially	lead	to	a	
better	understanding	 of	popularity

• Fascinating	field	at	the	intersection of	many	disciplines
– Mathematical	and	computational	models	and	methods
– Big	Data	analytics
– Computational	 social	science
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Tutorial Slides

• Does	not	claim	to	be	extensive
– Important	topics	we	did	not	cover	include

• Scalability,	game	theory,	economics,	behavioral	modeling
– References	are	provided	 for	additional	reading

• The	slides	can	be	found	at:	
http://cci.drexel.edu/bigdata/bigdata2017/Tutorial.html#tutorial2

• Suggested	citation:
Charalampos	Chelmis,	Daphney–Stavroula Zois,	Popularity	on	the	Web:	From	
Estimation	to	Prediction,	Tutorial	at	the	IEEE	BigData Conference,	Boston,	MA,	
December	2017.
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